
Easy Recite Arabic (ERA) TRANS LI TE RA TION 
Easy Read & Easy Teach  Instant NAZRA Quran 

 
Bicycles with Guard Wheels & the NAZRA Quran 

  
When small children can’t learn to ride a bicycle, then 2 Guard Wheels are 

attached to their bicycles. It makes them courageous riders and even trainers. 
 
 Such a bicycle trains children quickly, without many fears, failures, harms 
and injuries, associated with training / riding the bicycles. Such a bicycle makes 
its riders pleased and proud players and confident willing trainers to others.   
Such a bicycle is not an addiction, denying progress of its users. In due course, 
they ride big bicycles, jockey motorbikes, drive race-cars and even fly aircrafts.   

----------------------------- 
Many Muslims are just like small children. They do not learn Nazra skills 

on usual Qaidahs and Arabic scripts. To them, ERA Transliteration is great utility, 
which trains them fast, without much fatigue, frustration, errors and repeats, etc.  

 
ERA Transliteration makes its users confident, pleased and good Qaris. In 

due course they pick up other Arabic scripts or become Arabic scholars.  ERA 
Transliteration is a service, a catalyst and not a deterrent denying their progress.  
 

ERA Transliteration is the technically-transliterated, smartly color-coded, 
rightly self-speaking Arabic text. It creates an instant NAZRA-Quran, free of 
readers’ responsibilities, risk and errors. It is the top friendly Arabic script, for less 
energetic, ease-loving Muslim learners, readers and teachers of NAZRA-Quran.  

----------------------------- 
 If you have some family members or friends who, in spite of much input by 
them and their teachers, lack aptitude, comfort and confidence to render suitable 
NAZRA Quran, then put them on ERA Transliteration and New ERA NAZRA 
Quran. Both, the learners and teachers, shall achieve great rewarding results.  
 
 ERA Transliteration makes its learners much more confident and good 
NAZRA Quran readers. Eventually, a bigger percentage of ERA readers become 
NAZRA Quran teachers and even Arabic scholars. Many aged Muslims have 
improved their quality of NAZRA Quran and effectively coached some others.   
 

You, your friends and family members can do miracles. The opportunities 
and prospects are waiting for you.  See next,   The Toronto Star of Oct. 11, 2006.  
May  Allahswt  Bless you grand.  Amen. 

----------------------------- 
 
 


